




2022 Stinner Summit 

 

in Ohio. Attendees came from a 
variety of counties, companies, and 
organizations. Our group included 
local and regional policymakers, 
agricultural or ecological educators, 
and researchers, along with farmers 
and agricultural processors. Around 
40% of 2022 attendees had never 
been to a Stinner Summit before.  
 

Defining the Problem 

change has caused system-wide stress for agriculture and exposed the inefficiencies and 
inequities of our current system. It was noted that this is a very personal and multi-faceted 
stress for farmers—especially small and mid-scale farms that operate on a smaller margin. 
All of our groups shared stories of individual strain that weather extremes have placed on the 
land, and on the management of livestock, crops, farms, labor, and markets.  
 

Participants are addressing climate change by adapting and experimenting with different 
farming tactics, creating new markets, networking for better marketing including through local 
cooperatives, and sharing information through mentorship and farmer-to-farmer learning.  
 
In large group discussion it was quickly evident that adjusting to climate change problems will 
require holistic thinking. Transformative philosophical and incentive changes are needed 
from input suppliers to producers to markets and consumers. Groups were asked to share 
things they are already doing or would like to accomplish to advance these types of changes. 
 

Ben Stinner (above) 
possessed a rare 
ability to build 
relationships based 
on common 
interests. His vision, 
his passion, and his 
commitment to 
building healthy 
agroecosystems 
and communities 
have lived on 
through this annual 
gathering and the 
projects it fosters.  

Agroecosystem 
Management Program 
director Dr. Douglas 
Jackson-Smith lays 
out the day’s agenda.  
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Lou Kozma (Hirzel Farms) participates in morning 
discussion which focused on individual impacts of 
climate change on participants’ farms, clients, and 
businesses.  
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Working the Solutions 
 

Following a catered lunch, participants regrouped and identified five overall 
themes from the morning discussion: 1) practices to improve soil quality; 2) new 
farming systems, with a particular focus on urban and renewable energy; 3) 
processing and markets; 4) equity and justice; and 5) policy, education, and 
networking. Small groups formed around each of these themes. Each group 
discussed activities an AMP project could support that would contribute to 
improving climate resilience in Ohio agroecosystems. The groups were then 
shuffled into mixed groups. The new groups were asked to combine ideas from 
each theme into a possible overarching project to advance climate resilience.  
 

After each group proposed its integrated project idea, some of the groups 
merged, resulting in three possible Stinner Summit project ideas (outlined to the 
right): 1) A Local Foods Workshop series to form partnerships and exchange 
knowledge including climate change management strategies, 2) A Climate 
Resilience Board focused on youth experiential education, and 3) A Work Study 
pilot program aimed at young people.  
 

Attendees were each given three votes to distribute among the proposed 
projects and were also encouraged to fill out IOUs slips to commit gifts of time, 
resources, or expertise to the projects. 
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2022 Project 
Proposals 
 
Local Foods Workshops (2 
groups combined) 
Plan localized events that focus 
on food-related businesses 
including producers, retailers, 
processors, and related 
enterprises. Events would 
include speakers (local when 
possible) and resources on 
entrepreneurial skills, 
sustainability and climate 
resilience, and value-added 
and emerging options; plus 
opportunities to meet and 
collaborate with other local 
businesses and area policy 
makers.  
 
Youth Awareness Campaign 
& Ohio Climate Resiliency 
Board (2 groups combined) 
Work with existing institutions 
to provide training and hands-
on opportunities to inform 
future voters and farmers, 
especially high school and 
college students, and young 
farmers. Opportunities would 
include climate resiliency 
camps, site visits, peer learning 
groups, and mentorship 
programs, with available 
scholarships. Programming 
would cover climate literacy, 
urban-rural exchanges, policy, 
racial equity, land access, and 
indigenous knowledge, and 
climate grief.  
 
Work Study Pilot Program 
Develop a curriculum to teach 
high school juniors and seniors 
about sustainable agriculture, 
nutrition and health, farm 
management and marketing. 
The project would also 
establish an internship program 
and create a grant proposal for 
further development. 
 

 

Afternoon work (left to right from the top): 1. A wall of ideas from the morning dis-
cussion; 2-3. Small themed groups work to combine needs and solutions into a 
viable project proposal; 4. Vinayak Shedekar (OSU) presents one of the resulting 
project proposals; 5. The voting commences; 6. Rachel Tayse (OEFFA) holds a 
completed Stinner Summit IOU to signal her commitment to one of the proposals. 
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Next Steps  
 

Votes were split fairly evenly between a focus on youth and local foods. 
Combined, the youth proposals had a slight advantage. The AMP program 
staff and Stinner Summit planning committee will work with Stinner 
Summit participants to refine these ideas into a single project idea for the 
coming year. We hope to craft a climate resilience project that builds 
on the youth focus while weaving in local food systems components. 
With leadership from each of the organizations that were represented at 
the Summit, we are excited to craft an impactful and focused effort to 
increase climate resilience in Ohio agroecosystems. Planning work is set 
to begin in January and February, with a project launch anticipated in 
Spring 2023.  

Artwork: “An Ocean Upside Down” by Monica Bongue. Used 
with the artist’s permission. Please do not reproduce. 
 

Poster and report design: Cassy Brown 
 

Ben Stinner Endowment Advisory Committee:  
Casey Hoy, Larry Phelan, Deb Stinner 
 

Venue: Glen Helen Nature Preserve in Yellow Springs, Ohio 
 

Caterer: Current Cuisine from Xenia, Ohio  
 

Support: The Stinner Summit is sponsored by The Ben Stinner 
Endowment; The Ohio State University College of Food, Agricul-
tural, and Environmental Sciences Agroecosystem Management 
Program; and The Kellogg Foundation.  

The Agroecosystem Management Program  
270 Wooster Science Building /  1680 Madison Avenue / Wooster, Ohio 44691   

(330) 202-3537  / ampmail@osu.edu  /  amp.osu.edu 

2022 Stinner Summit Organizing Committee 
(from left to right): Amyaz Moledina, Kevin Arm-
strong, Cassy Brown, Casey Hoy, Cheryl 
Fischnich, Larry Phelan, Deb Stinner, Douglas 
Jackson-Smith 
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Above right from top: Monica Bongue (Muddy Fork Farm) talks with Dr. Matt Kleinhenz (OSU), and Dr. Casey Hoy (OSU 
emeritus) talks with Elizabeth Shuster (Sustainable Economies Consulting). 

Thank you to all who attended this year’s Stinner Summit and truly made this event a success!  

As in past years, Stinner Summit attendees especially appreciated the opportunity to meet others working in Ohio with 

regenerative agriculture. All attendees who responded to our feedback survey reported that they made at least one new 

contact or had the chance to network with someone they knew only by name. We hope you will join us again in 2023.  

http://amp.osu.edu/

